Emory University Strategic Plan: 2005 – 2015
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND GOALS: SCHOOLS AND OPERATING UNITS

Emory’s schools and major operating units have made significant progress toward accomplishing University-wide goals as well as entity-specific goals. The following summarizes many, but not all significant accomplishments from the past five years.

Accomplishments: 2005 – 2010
Over the past five years, the Law School has completed internal reviews of Career Services, Development and Finance, Admissions, and Library operations, has renovated Gambrell Hall’s key meeting rooms and common spaces, and established a Communications and Marketing function which has implemented a “more than practice” branding approach to admissions and all general print publications. The Law School has provided financial aid to 75% of incoming 2011 students and implemented enrollment management processes to improve LSAT scores for incoming classes. A curricular review to update and enhance the first year curriculum was completed and is now being implemented. Improvement in the Law School’s reputation has resulted in unprecedented increases in the number and quality of applicants.

Goals: 2010 – 2015
(1) Increase Student Census and Decrease Related Financial Aid
(2) Reduce Personnel Costs
(3) Reduce Operating Expenses Further
(4) House a Law School with New Programs
(5) Increase J.D. Flexibility